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The well-known Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (KV) equations are difficult to solve in general, but 
the problem is shpL6ed for the matched-beam case with su€Ecient symmetry, We show that the 
interdependence of the two KV equations is eliminated, so that only one needs to be solved-a 
great simpliication. WE present an iterative method of solution which crtn potentially yield any 
desired level of accuracy. The lowest level, the well-lmown smooth apprcrximation, yields simple, 
explicit results with good accuracy for weak or moderate focusing fields, The next level improves 
the nccuracy for high fields; we previously showed [Part. Accel. 52, 133 (199S)I haw t o  maintain a 
simple explicit format for the  result^, That paper used expansion in B amall parameter t o  obtain the 
second level. The present paper, using etraightforward iteration, obtains equations of h t ,  second, 
and third levels of accuracy. For a periodic lattice with beam matched t o  lattice, we use the lattice 
and beam parameters as input and solve for phase advances and envelope wavefam. We find 
excellent agreement with numerical solutions over a wide range of beam emitttlnces and intensities. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Thk paper analyzes matched beams in alternating- 
gradient (A-G) systems. Such beams have smaller ex- 
cursions than mismatched beams, thus requiring smaller 
transport apertures, and we the starting point for and- 
pis  of mismatched beams. Designers and experimenters 
who work with A-G systems need simple, accurate ways 
t o  predict the performance of matched beams. One usu- 
ally begins with the coupled Kapchinskij-vldimimkij 
(W) equations [I]. For weak focusing fields, solution 
by the  smooth approximation 121, [3], [4] is reasonably 
accurate. Methods of solution for strong fields [SI, [fi], 171 
have tended t o  be indirect or complex. Lee, using a dou- M e  expansion in focus strength and emittance, demon- 
strated high accuracy for a special case [SI. Our previous 
paper [9] presented general results in a simple explicit 
format, but with only moderate accuracy. 
The present paper, which was summarized in Ref. [lo], 
uses a convenient iteration method to obtain explicit re- 
sults. 3igh accuracy is demonstrated €or EL wide range 
of parameters, which are: the A-G field strength; beam 
emittance; and beam charge or current. These would 
be small parameters if normalized (cf. App. J), but we 
use physical units throughout. We aasume the lattice to 
be periodic with the beam matched to the labtice, Le., 
having the same periodicity. The lattice is assumed sym- 
metric. (Asymmetric cmes are treated with a novel nu- 
mericd technique by Lund et al. in Fkf. ill],) 
We solve explicitly for average radius [Eq. (3O)], pedc 
radius [Eq. (36)], and the phase advances 1Eqs. (40) and 
(43)j. We give these results for three levels of accuracy 
and complexity. All these formulas apply to arbitrary 
symmetric lattices. They require at most the 3rd and 
5th harmonics of the lattice profile, becoming simpler for 
smooth profiles (App, G). Envelope waveforms are given 
in Appendix E and illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Summary: We begin with the coupled KV equations 
and show in Sec, III that the matching assumption decou- 
ples them so that only one equation needs to be solved. 
(We are not aware that this simplification has been pre  
viously ngfed,) Section IV expands the a(.) envelope 
about its mean and then spIits the resulting equation 
into its average part A and periodic part p. The differ- 
ential equation for p(z) is salved (Sec. V) by iteration. 
These results are combined to obtain a matching equa- 
tion for the average radius A. This equation is written 
to  various orders of accuracy; our specid definition of 
“order” is given in Sec. V. The results (Sec. VI) me 
compared to the results of numerical solution of the full 
KV equations. The fist-order case is usudy called the 
smooth approximation. Second- and third-order terms 
increasingly improve the accuracy. Over wide range 
of parameters, our third-order versions provide 8 great 
improvement over those previously published [2]-[6], . 
Section W combines results kom Secs. V and VI to 
give the mar&tim and minimum radii, The phase ad- 
vances u and DO are given in Sec. VIII. There is & m e M  
approximation for UO in Sec. M. Appendices F, G, and 3 
discuss the me of Fourier analysis of the A-G focusing 
waveform to facilitate the solution. Some exact formulas 
for the FODO case are given in Appendix I. 
II. TRE W EQUATIONS AND SYMMXTMC 
LATTICE MODEL 
The KV equations €or envelopes a(.) and b(z) a r e  [I] 
f2 ZQ 
u(2)” = -K(z)a + - + - 
a3 a+b 
b(2)“ = +lf(z)b + bJ fZ + - ZQ 
a + b  
2 
with normalized beam current Q, emittance E, and lab 
tice focus-strength function K(z) .  The latter i s  peri- 
odic over the lattice cell length, d e h e d  as 2L, EO that 
K(z  + 2L) = K(x).  In practice, the lattice cell has one 
or h o  symmetries. The double symmetry occurs if the 
focus drift spaces are equal in length. In this paper we 
assume that the function K(s )  has odd symmetry at the 
center of the drift spaces and even symmetry at mid- 
electrode points. These symmetry points necessarily al- 
ternate at intervals L/Z. It is convenient in what follows 
to choose one of the even points for the 2 origin. (The 
add choice is appropriate for the case of unequal drii 
lengths; that case is not discussed in the present paper.) 
Then the double symmetry is expressed as 
K ( L  - 2) = K(L  + z ) ,  
K(L/Z - z) = -K(L/2 + 2). 
(34 
(3b) 
It followa that K(i) is miA-symmetric about 3L/2 and 
that K(z )  obeys the shift relations 
K(2 + L) = -I+), 
K(z + 2L) = +K(z). 
K(-2) = R(2). 
It also follows that 
Equation (ad) confirms the lattice periodicity which WBS 
assumed above. Equations (38) and (3b) indicate that 
K ( z )  c m  be expanded as a cosine series containing only 
odd-numbered harmonics. 
In this paper we solve Eqs. (1) and (2) for the beam 
envelopes in the special case where the beam is matched, 
Le., u(z) and b(z )  have the same periodicity as the lattice. 
The initial conditions with the symmetry of Eq. (3e) are 
For given Q and f and given lattice parameters, an 
and bo can he chosen aver wide ranges but the beam will 
be matched only for particular values, which we call a, 
and b, such that a(2L) = a, and b(2L) = b,. In this 
case, the initial conditions are 
a'(o) = 0, b'(0) =o, a(0) = ai-, b(0) = bo. 
~'(0) = 0, b'(0) = 0, ~ ( 0 )  =a, b(0) = b,. 
If we substitute a ~ ( z )  a(z + L)  and b ~ ( z )  = b(z + L )  
in Eqs. (1) and (2) and use Eq. (3c), we find that a ~ ( z )  
and bL (2) also satisfy the KV equations with transposed 
initid conditions: a~(0) = b, b ~ ( 0 )  = a,. 
We deduce that for a matched beam b(z) = u(z +A) ,  
so that the denominator ofthe last term in Eq, (1) can be 
written a(r)+b(x) = u(z)+u(z+L).  Then b ( z )  does not 
appear and Eq. (1) is decoupled. In Sec. III and App, A 
we find an expression for the function [u(z) -I- u ( z + L ) ] - ~  
in terms of integrals involving the given lattice function 
K(z). M e r  that, Eq. (2) is not needed for our matched- 
beam case. The main work of this paper will be t o  fmd 
a, and b,-see Secs. IV through VII. First we introduce 
some demtions. 
Opemtorrr, Functiona, Parameters, Deriued Quantities 
To aid the solution of Eqs. (1) and (2), we dP 
fine in Table I the operators (.. .), {.-.}, 1, 11 
which operate on even, periodic functions; the func- 
tions h(z), g ( z ) ,  6(a), . p(z);  and the constants 
k, a, p, q, A, Ifeff,@, and pa. In Eq. (39), hl is the 
Erst Fourier coefficient of h(z)-cL App. F. 
TABLE I: Collection of definitions t o  he used in this paper 
In Table I, the operator (. . . } performs an average 
over a cell length 2L. The operator (. . . ] removes the 
average part of a periodic function: e.g., z (cos2 z} = 
(1 + cos Zx} = cos 2z. The operator sj" operates on even 
periodic functions that have zero average, It gives the re- 
peated indehite integral and removes the average part, 
if any, of the result. This removal can be implemented by 
constructing a euitable lower limit for the outer integrd. 
To illuetrate, Eq. (10) can he written 
wbich subtracts the value at LIZ, so that g ( L / 2 )  = 0. 
Alternatively, one can start both integrds at zero and 
then apply the operator {. . . ), as in Eq. (7). For example, 
sscos z = {shz} = (1 - cosz} = -cos z. Note that, 
from Eq. (9), h(0) = 1. 
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III. DECOTJPLING THE! KV EQUATIONS FOR with the { a * . }  operator defined by Eq, (5). There are 
now two equations, each containing p(z)  and A-the lat- 
CONDITIONS ter represented by a, These represent the KV equa- 
tions {l) and (2) far our matched beam. We will obtain 
A and p(z) t o  goad accuracy in S e a +  W-VI and App. E. 
SYMMETRlC MATCmD-BEAM INITIAL 
For a matched beam with the symmetries of Eq, (3): 
we showed in Sec. II that b(z) = u(z + L) ,  implying that 
Eqs. (2) and (2) me decoupled and that (u)  = ( b )  EE A. 
We write V. ITERATrVE SOLUTION: ARBITRARY 
a(.) ~ A ( I - t - p ( z ) ) ,  b(z )  = A ( l + p ( z + L ) ) ,  (20) 
SYMMETRIC FOCUSING PROFILE 
with p(z)  > -1 for all z. Then the Q term in Eq. (1) can 
be written 
2Q Q 
aSb A -= -(1- F(h(z ) ) ) ,  
where F is obtained fiom an expansion and iterations. 
AU terms consist of integrations of the focusstrength 
profile h(z) [Appendix A]: 
F(h(2))  = liy-{hflh} 4- . * * = f(2) + * - - . (22) 
Additional terms are shown in the appendix. With the 
lattice symmet,ries of Eq. (3), all the series terms for 
P(z) ,  including &(E), have only even-numbered cosine 
harmonics-in contrast t o  h(z) ,  which has only odd ones. 
Equations (1) and (2) are decoupled to  a l l  orders so 
that Eq. (2) ia superfluous from here on. Equations (1) 
and (2) are repIaced by 
a(z)" = -K(z)a + - f2 + - Q (1 - k"(z) + * * .) , (1*) 
a3 A 
b ( z )  = a(x -f L). 
N. EXPANDING AND DECOMPOSING INTO 
AVERAGE AND PEMODIC PARTS 
Substituting a = A( l+p(z ) )  in the first; t hee  terms of 
Eq. (l), expanding l/a3, dividing by A, and using (22) 
and (14), Eq. (1*) is equivalent t o  
p(z)'' = -kh(z) - kh(z)p  -k 
Iy - (1 - 3 p  + 6p2 - lop3 + 15p4 * * * )  + 3 (1- k26(r)+ ., .), 
(23) 
To solve for the ripple p ( r )  and for the mean radius A 
(which appears in the definition of LY and q), we de- 




0 = -k(hp) +j +2a{/JZ} - --a(p3} + 5 u ( p * )  + - *  *+  9. 
(24) 
Subtracting Eq. (24) kom (23), 
p" = -kh(z) - k fhp}  - ap + z c r { p ~ }  
On the righbhand side of Eq. (25), the kh(z) term 
dominates the t e r n  involving the unlmown function 
p(z). Therefore, we use only kh(z) in the initial inte 
grations which give ~ ( 0 ) -  Then we insert p(0) into (25) 
and integrate again to obtain ~(1). (A miniscule term, 
gk2S(z ) ,  in p ( 0 )  is omitted.) This process is repeated to 
get p p )  : 
P(D) = -b! (%a) 
(26b) 10 P(1)  = P(0)  + mkJJL7 + + zak31/-Q3, 
p(2)  = p(1) - dkJJJ" - k3JJh& - 4ak3J[g6. (26~) 
In (26c),l[J[st&nds for two applications of the operatorJ" 
defined by Eq. (7). 
To complete the approximate solution of the IW equa- 
tions, p(z) &om Eq. (26) is put into the matching equa- 
tion (24). In Eq. (26) we included no items (e.g., 
2d2JJ{g}') that would give terms in (24) higher than 
third power in the parameters L2, a, and q. That ia, we 
go no higher than third order as defined below. 
Some terms e s h  by orthogonality, since h(z) ,  g(z), 
g3, etc., possess only odd harmonics while &(r),  {g'}, 
{g4} have only even ones far symmetric quadrupoles. 
A term not shown, qk'JJSG{z), involves multiple integra- 
tions of an already s m d  function and would contribute 
< 0.04% t o  the rn-urn radius a, even at uo = 120' 
and affect A by less than 2 parts in 10,000. This i3 much 
smaller than the two parts per thousand criterion used 
for s igdcant  terms in Appendix E. 
Order: We reckon the order of a term in the match- 
ing equation by counting the number of factors k2, E, 
and g. These would become s m d  parameters in a non- 
dimensional formalism (Appendix J). We prefer t o  re- 
tain physical units for quantities such as the axial coor- 
dinate z. Note that Lee 181 defines order using k and E so that our third order corresponds approximately to  
his f&h order. Appendix 13 evaluates the combination 
of Eqs. (24) and (26). The result, in simplified form, is 
shown in the next section. 
VI. MATCEIING EQUATION TO VARIOUS 
ORDERS FOR AN ARBITRARY SYMMETRlC 
LATTICE 
- 3 " ( ~ 3 } t - 5 a { p " ) + . - . - g L 2 6 ( ~ ) + , . .  10 , (25) Third Order: herking Eq. (26) into Eq. (24) yields seven terms [App. B, Eq. (B7)]. Same terms combine, 
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Depressed tune 0 (exact) Depressed tune (5 (exact) 
FIG. 1: Illustration of results for special cam of FODO lattice, compared with simulation results. (a) Accuracy of mem r d h ,  
from Eqs. (30), (32), (33). (b) Accuracy of maximum radius, from Eqs. (36), (37), (38). 
Input qumtities: Q, E, and quad voltme V,(ocK). Other parameters: see Table 11. VQ, fixed at 20 kV, gives phase advaace 
00 of 83.37"; f and Q are varied 80 that depressed tune a ranges between a" and 76.5'; exact n, and D are obtained numerically, 
TABLE 11: Parameters used in Fig6. l a  and lb, based on the nctual MFE ESQ accelerator 1121. 
~~ ~ 
Quad cell Iength 
Occupancy factor 









Quad voltage (Figs, 1, 3a) 
Quad voltage (Fig. 2) 
Beam current (Fig. 2) 




155 x mad-cm 
resulting in (Appendk C) 
In Eq. (%), c3 is of order unity (see Apps. G, H); in 
Eq. (29), Dl is defined by Eq. (35). Roman-numeral sub- 
scripts on A and E signify the order of approximation- 
third order in this case. The subscript on /3 - Am4 indi- 
cates that AI [Eq. (33)] is used to  approximate A. The 
matching equation (27) i s  in the standard form oE the 
smooth approximation, Eq. (33), and can be solved to 
fmd the third-order A: 
E the input quantity i s  the mean radius Ainpr then 
Eq. (27) gives the allowable Q t o  third order, 
Second Order: Eq. (B7) has two second-order terms. 
One yields the correction to  Keff seen in Eq, (28). The 
other term is ak2 (g2)i or, using definition (18), &/3. 
We define 
and get EI12 = P ( 1 t  @), (31) 
( 3 4  
Eq. (32). can be solved for A11 or Qn in the s m e  way 
as €or the third order, giving useful approximations when 
K ( z )  and f produce LTU md LT less than about 80". 
First Order: In Eq. (W), the three terms of lowest 
order in E, g, k2 produce what is called the first-order 
matching equation in this paper (Ref. [9] used another 
terminology). This is the classic smooth approximation. 
These terms give k' (Uh]'} = 4 3  + g, or, using the 
defitions (14), (16), and (17), 
The equations derived in this paper apply to arbitrary 
focusing proiiles satisfying Eq. (3), such as the smooth 
profles in App~ndk G, but for illustration (Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3), we use the FODO model (Appendix E) with pa- 
rameters from Table II. First-, second-, and third-order 
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results for A, horn (33), (32) and (30), me plotted in 
Fig. la for FODO. The smooth approximation ia seen to 
be relatively inaccurate except near the point where its 
emor curve crosses the 0% line. 
Knowing the matched mean radius A, one can com- 
plete the solution for the beam envelope a ( ~ )  = A ( l  + 
~ ( 3 ) )  using p(z) from Eq, (26); b(z) can be found by 
changing the s i p  of the terms that contain odd powers 
of k. 
Some terms of Eq. (26) can be written in exact form 
[Appendix I] for models such aii FODO, but Fourier ex- 
pansion is more useful in general: 
1 C L 3  L 5  L Xz” C3 3 ~ 2  C5 ~ T Z  h(r) = hl cos - + - cos- + -cos - + . * * . 
(34) 
Values (usually of order unity) of hl and c, for both 
smooth and FODO profiles are given in Appendices G 
and R. With the demtion 
(35) 
we hrtve 
using results from Appendix E. The accuracy of Eq, (36) 
(applied to the special case of FODO model) is shown in 
Fig, Ib, dong with that of the truncations 
and (the smooth approximation) 
ayax = AI(1 +P,). (38) 
The time dependence of Eq. (36), horn App. E, is plotted 
in Fig. 2 
VIII. PXASE ADVANCES: ARBITRARY 
SYMMETRIC A-G WAVEFORMS 
From the well-known phase-amplitude result [13], the 
phase advance per quadrupole cell of length 2L is 
3L 
0- = E l  = 2Lf (a--2}, d 
We approximate a(.) by A11111 -k p(z)] with A ~ T  from 
Eq, (30) and p(z) to  third order kom Eq. (26). Subscripts 
..**...*. t f... f .I.. f .... *.* ...... 
m o m  Fitstorder 
ThirdOrder 
0 OdL L 1 J L  ?L 
Axial Di5mce 
FIG. 2: Illustration of matched envelopes a(.) and b(z) for 
special case of FODO model. Parameters from Table 11, 
(solid curves) were obtained numerically. Tbird-order results 
P q B .  (E6)-(E10)] give an am= error of -2.37%. The smooth 
approximation error [Eq. (E61 only] is -13.0%. Amplitude of 
half-period ripple is 5.6% of amplitude of fidl-period ripple. 
giving tunes c r ~  = 113.2” and (T = 86,9”. h c t  en~e10pe~ 




u = 2 L 7  [l + 3 ( p 2 )  - 4 (pa) + 5 ( p 4 }  - . . .] , (39) 
(The 2 p  term has zero average by definition.) 
pendix D shows that to third-order accuracy 
Ap- 
for arbitrary symmetric A-G waveforms. Errors with r e  
spect to exact values from simulations are illustrated in 
Fig. 3a for the particular case of a FODO lattice. Useful 
accuracy is retained after dropping two terms and using 
lower-order An from Eq. (32): 
Figure 3a shows large errors for the firsborder result 
(smooth approximation) : 
The undepressed tune cro for the general case is found 
by setting Q = 0 in Eq. (27), then eliminating E from 
Eq. (40). Details are in Appendix D. The third-order 
result is 
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0% I I om 
-5% I- -I 
1 1 I I 
0" 20" 40" 60" 80" 
Depressed tune (5 (exact) 
E 6% : I  4% 8 & % -8 -
-12% 
0" 20" 40" 60' BO" 100' 
Phase advance On (exact) 
FIG. 3: Phase advances for special case of FODO model with parameters from Table II. 
(a) Accuracy of depressed tune cr from Eqs. (40)-(42). VQ is fixxed at 20 kV as in Fig. 1. 
(b) Accuracy of phase advance LTO from EqB. (43)-(45). VQ ranges from 5 kV to 23 liV. 
for arbitmy symmetric A-G waveforms, 
order, 
To second- 
The smooth approximation is 
where for FODO, Keff  = &q2(3 - 277)k'L'. Equa- 
tion (47) resembles Eq. (45), the smooth approximation, 
but (for 7 = 0.5, 00 = 100") the error is U.41% instead 
of 12%. The error increases with 7, hut is still only 1.1% 
for 7 = 1. 
The approximation (47) may be useful in non-FODO 
cases such BS the examples in App. G; see App. L. 
(45) 
APPENDIX A: DECOUPLING a AND b IN THE 
KV EQUATIONS 
M;. UNDEPRESSED TUNE: SPECLllL CASE OF 
FODO WANEFORM 
Figure 3 compares the accuracy of Eqs. (43), (44) , and 
(45) for the special case of FODO iocusing (with occu- 
pancy 7 = 0.5), but gives an idea of the relative accuracy 
for arbitrary waveforms. At DO = lOO", the smooth ap- 
proxiination is off by 12% but this improves to 1% for 
third order. 
For the FODO waveform, rro is obtained exmtly by 
multiplying transfer matrices 121: 
uo = cosw1 cosr;.cosh~+ (1 - q)lr'1/2E(coslisinhE 
1 1 2 
[ 
- sinrccoshr;) - -(1- q)'KL'((sinfisinh~) , (46) 
where li = vIr'"/'L. Equation (46) applies to cases where 
aa < 180". This exact solution can be expanded to give 
the close apprcadmatian 
(47) 
This appendix calculates u(z)  + b(z)  for the Q-term 
denominators in the KV equations. Dividing Eq. (1) by 
A and expanding gives 
E? 
A4 p( "y  = -kh(a) - kh(z)p + -(I - 3p + * * ) 
+- (~ -R(z )+R ' ( z ) -* -* ) ,  Q (AI) 
A2 
where p ( 4  + p(z + L) 
2 R(z )  
We will &d that only lowest order results are needed 
and drop the R' term, etc. We subtract the average of 
Eq, (Al), using definitions from Table I, and obtain 
p" = - k h ( ~ )  - b{hp) - (YP - ~ R ( z )  + , (A3) 
which we solve by iteration. In the initial step, the only 
known quantity is fch(z), so t h t  
(A41 pya) = -kh, p(0) = -kg* 
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Substituting -kg for p in the previous equation, side of (Bl) becomes 
pyl) = -kh + k2 {hg} + a k g ;  (AS) 
p(1) (2) = -6 + 6% + cYkflgt (A6) 
Using the shift, 
(A7) 
rhs = Ly [i f k2(2 (9') + 4a (ug]'})+ 
k4 (4 (gflhS) - 10 (g'S) + 5 (g')] + q + * - -  . (B6) 
Four of the t e r m  of (36) combine with terms of (B2), so 
that 
where we used the de6nition of 5. 
Eq. ( 3 ~ ) ~  
p ( 1 )  (2 + L) = +k + i 2 6  - Lykflg. 
Then Eqs, (AZ), (A6) and (A7) give 
k2 { Uh]') + k4 (Upg)]') = R(r) = k", (A81 
The expansion and iteration could be &ended to  prc- 
resulkiig in Eq. (1*) in Sec. m. 1 a 4- kZ ( { S Z )  4- 3ak2 { U#)) + 
4 (gJJh6) - 12 (g'6) + 3 {g4) + +. + + 4, (B7) 
j >  1 
duce more terms [dl derived from h(r)] but these would 
give even smaller corrections t o  our results. 
APPENDM B: OF DER3Vm10N OF the matching equation h m  Eq. (Bl). Each term (except 
~ / 3  and g) invoIves averages of functions of the focusinn 
THE MATCHING EQUATION 
profle h(z). Given anyh(z)-obtained &om a modei 
such as FODO or measured on an actud quadrupole 
cell-these averages can be calculated once and €or all, 
being constant coefficients of the terms in a. and k. Ap 
pen& C shows how to write Eq. (B7) in simple form 
Rearranging Eq, (24) slightly gives 
1 10 
k{hp} = ct: [i + 2 ($) - {$} + 5 (p4) + . . .] + 9. 
Inserting p from Eq. (26), the left-hand side of this equa- 
tion is 
(B1) [Eq. (CS)]. 
lQ k {hp} = k2 - (hg)  + a  (hJlg} + 3 - a'k' (hJlg3) [ 
1 - a' (hUJg) - (hJJh6) - 2aP (hJJg6) + +. 
where we have dropped the subscript on p. The orthogo- 
nd k2& term is absent. We simplify by changing the order 
of integrations, using the h(z)  symmetries [Eq. (3)]. For 
this technique throughout gives 
=ample, - (~sssss) = - (gJJg) = + (UgI2). Applying 
k(hp)  =+6~[(LN')+.(g*)+.?(IJ~l~)]+ 
k4 [([J{hg}]')+$?-=(g4) +Zu(g '6 )  -I-...]. (B2) 
For the rightrhmd side of (Bl), 
APPENDIX C: SIMPLIFICATION OF T m  
MATCHING EQUATION 
It is convenient t o  write the Fourier representation in 
the form 
(C1) 
The axial profile of the quadrupole gradient det;ermines 
hl and r+ Tables III and IV show that hl remains 
of the order of unity while q and cg can change sign 
as the profrle i s  varied. For the hard-edge quadrupole 
model (FODO) with occupancy 77 = 0.5, Table IV shows 
that q = 1, Because of multiple integrations, terms 
containing c5 are usually negligible. 
( p z }  = i cz {g2)  - z E l i 2 { g j g }  -1- + - . . I Right side of Eq. (B7): By d a t i o n ,  k' (g'} = h/3. 
For the factor (ug]') = (WJh]'), the third and higher 
harmonics mace very s m d  contributions because of 
the multiple integrations. Comparing leading terms for 
(133) 
(B4) (pa} = 3k4 (g") + f - 
(LfgIZ} and ( S Z }  gives (p4) = k4 (g4) 4- '. * . (E51 
The very small k44(a2) term nras omitted €ram (p ' ) .  
( C2) 
LZ L' 
R2 7 9  
3 P  (Vg]Z) N - 3 P  ( 9 2 )  = -@. Again changing the order of integrations, the right-hand 
8 
The three k4 terms on the rhs of Eq. (B7) are: From App. C, Eqs. (C2)-(C5), 
4 (SJhG) = f (9"' (1 + E C 3  27 + f * .) , 
4 5k4 {g4} = f k 4  (g')' (1 + Ec3 +. ..) . (D7) Adding (C3) through (C5) gives $ {g'}'(l + 
(29/243)c, + +..), where the s m d  ca correction can be 
neglected since it corrects a term which is already third 
order. Using all t h a e  results dong with deiinition (14), 
the right-hand side of (B7) (without the q term) becomes 
When the last three are added, the cg coe5cient is only 
25/729. Dropping this and using the dehitiom gives t o  
third-order accuracy 
) E' 1 + @ + ~ @ + 3 ~ 1 Q  1 ( E Em2, (C6) 
as in the main text;. In the last term, 
L2 €2 
E 3-- (C7) 7r2 AI4 
uses the lowesliorder value for A because this term is 
already oi the highest order that we retain. 
Undepressed tune: Setting Q = 0, (27) is 
, I  
The factor E2/A14 in the last term can be replaced by 
KeE = k' {[Sh]'}, according t o  Eq. (33) with Q = 0. Comparing with the definition of and Fourier expand- 
ing % before, the last term, to lowest order, is 3@' for 
Q = 0. Thus, altogether, 
Left side of Eq. (B7): The { [ s ( f ~ g ) ] ~ )  term is 
1 20 53 
{[{hgl12} = {g2} (1 + Z C 3  + ,c: + . * .) { Lfh]'} * 
(C8) 
Dropping the c3' term in (C8) for simplicity, we define 
the LHS of (B7) as 
Making a similar replacement in Eq, (40) for the case 
Q = 0, 
Using Eq. (D10) t o  eliminate €/Am2, 
Altogether, 
which is Eq. (27). 
or, finally, to  third order. 
APPENDIX D: DEPRESSED AND 
UNDEPRESSED TZTNES, G E N E U  CASE 
for arbitrary symmetric A-G profiles. Sometimes it is 
convenient to work with the squares of no and o, which 
are for third order 
a02 = 4L2KFS (3.3. @ + 2 q  ID141 
Here we evaluate the expansion terms in Eq. (39). 
3 (p ' )  = 3k' {g'} + 6ak' ( [sgI2) + 6k4 (gS'h6) + ... , , 





APPENDIX E: CALCULATION OF a(.) A.IW b(z )  
FOR GENERAL CASE 
Using Fourier expansion, written as in Appendk C, 
and recalling pm hlkL' /P ,  the terms of Eq. (26) are 
1 7Fz 
125 L 4- -cg cos 5- + + - -1 (El) 
5 
54 L 3- -c3 COS 4 E  + I * ]  (E3) 
(E51 
xz -a'lk,-SJ,-SJg = p2pm cas - + * * . L 
The s m d  final two terms from Eq. (26) have been omitr 
ted here for simplicity. 
The SigniJicant Terns 
We drop small quantities in the above equations. The 
criterion is that they contribute less than two parts per 
thousand to the h a l  result for EL bad-case scenario: large 
focusing voltage (giving phase advance of 112") and large 
p. This leaves 
xz 26 xz k 2 d ( Z )  = -pm2 COS 2- + -C3  COS^- 8 [ L 5 4  L 
Adding all these gives p(z) to  third-order accuracy. A few 
emall terms were omitted as mentioned before. Setting 
z = 0 gives pmkx and a, = A (1 +p,,) &s presented in 
Section W. Setting z = L changes the sign of all terms, 
except the even term L26(z)l and yields amin. a and p 
are only needed to lowest order, i.e., a1 and PI; we omit 
the subscripts here, 
Results from Eqs. (E6)-(E10) are shown in Fig. 2 in 
the main text. 
APPENDIX P: FOURIER REPRESENTATION, 
ARBITRARY SYMMETMC CASES 
Fourier Coefficients 
the KV equations is written as 
Recall from Section II that the focusing force K(z)  in 
K(2) = kh(z) (F1) 
with h(0) = 1. Because of the symmetries [Eq. (3)] and 
initial conditions, there me only odd harmonics and no 
sine terms: 
with the condition 
h, = 1. (F3) 
1,3,5, ... 
The Fourier coe5cients are 
It i s  ohen convenient to  dehne 
where c1 = 1 by definition and.where lcgl usually turns 
out to be of order unity-aee Tables ID and lV. Then 
Eq. (F2) is written as 
Solution of Envelope Eauation 
In the solution for p(z), Eq. (26), the largest term is 
which with Eqs. (FZ) and (F5) is 
I& c, nrz 
-kg(z) = ~ h 1  -COS-. (FE) 
7T- n3 L 1,3,5, ... 
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The next largest term is 
To achieve 1% accuracy, the first three series elements of 
(F8) am usually required, whereas for Eq. (FQ), only the 
fundamental is needed [cf. Q- (EZ)], 
The addtiond terms of Eq. (26), shown in Eqs. (E3) 
and (E4), are found with the help of trigonometric iden- 
tities. 
The mean square of the integral of Eq. (F2) gives the 
effective force 
which is used in the matching equation and for calculat- 
ing undepressed phase advance. 
The correction term @ (used in evaluating phase ad- 
vances, average radius or transportable current, etc.) is 
(F11) 
since the harmonics contribute practically nothing. Di- 
viding this into Eq. (9)1 we h d  
which could be useful in certain calculations. 
APPENDIX G: SOLUTION FOR SOME SMOOTH 
LATTICE PROFILES 
AI1 our results apply to an arbitrary 8ymmetric focus- 
ing profile once its Fourier coeEcients are Imown. Some 
simple but representative smooth models are discussed 
here. In each case, we use only the lowest required har- 
monics. 
Field Mode1 1: h(z) = cas 4. 
hl = 1, q =o. 
This is the model used by Lee 181. 
Field Model 2: K"(0) = 0. 
hl=-, 9 c 3 = - -  1 
8 3' 
with dl the other coefficients zero except cl, which is 
unity by dehition. This choice gives flat field at the 
midpoint of the quadrupoles, without the discontinuities 
TABLE III k and c, 
models. 
nh,/hl and qEquiv for four smooth 
Model hi CI cs CE cs CEI VCQUIV 
0.57 
#2 9/8 1 -1/3 - - - 0.69 
# 3 '  3/4 1 1 - - - 0.40 
#4 15/16 1 1/2 -1/2 - - 0.53 
#I 1 1 - - - -  
of the hard-edge FODO model. From Eqs, (Gl), (F9) 
and (F10) we get 
The third-harmonic correction for @ can be neglected in 
most cwes. 
Field Model 3: K'(L/Z) = 0. 
(G41 3 h1= d' q =l. 
I 
This model is narrow, peaked at the quadrupole mid- 
points, with zero slope at the gap centers. It gives 
focusing strength equivalent to FODO [Eq. (Il)] having 
about 40% occupancy. The third-harmonic corrections 
t o  K'" and @ axe 1/81 and 1/243 respectively. 
Field Mode1 4: K"(0) = 0 and K'(L/Z) = 0. 
(G5) 
15 1 1 
hI =EI q = T I  c5 = --, 2 
which gives a fairly realistic profile (Fig. 4) and come- 
sponds to FODO with 7 - 53%. The third- and f&h- 
harmonic corrections are well under 1% for this case. 
Table III surnmmizes the above results. 
0 L 2L 3L 
Axid distance 
FIG. 4 Axid profile of normalized quadrupole strength h(z)  
for Smooth Field Model #4, which uses only the 3rd and 5th 
harmonics. The unit cell length is 2L. 
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TABLE W: hl and c, G nhn/hl for FODO case with four 
different occupancies. 
71 nh1/2 ci ca c5 c7 ~e cii 
f /3  1 1 2 1 -1 -a -1 
I / Z  4 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
2/3 4 1 0 -1 1 0 - I  
1 2 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
APPENDIX E: FOURIER SOLUTION FOR TEE 
SPECIAL CASE OF FODO 
In the case of the popular FODO lattice model (Fig. 51, 
the Fourier coefficients h, are readily calculated horn 
Eq. (F4): 
4 . nnq h, =-Elm-, n2T 2 
which satisfies Eq, (F3) for occupancy h over the range 
0 < q 5 1. From Eq. (FS), 
for FODO. All the results &om App. F can be used for 
FODO by putting hl = sin . Values of hl (normalized 
with r / Z )  and c, are shown in Table IV for various v. 
APPENDM I: SOME EXACT FORhlLTLA.5 FOR 
TEE SPECIAL CASE OF FODO 
Results uehg truncated Fourier representations for the 
hard-edge FODO may be compared with exact results by 
integration. (The FODO model is illustrated in Fig. 5.) 
Because of the symmetries expressed in Eq. (3), the cal- 
culation of averages is simplified, requiring only integra- 
tion over onefourth of a cell. One h d s  for a specified 
0 L 2L 
Axid distunce 
FIG. 5: Normahed quadrupole strength h(z)  vs. z for a 
FODO lattice having occupancy 0.5. The unit cell length 
is aL, 
occupancy r] 
One can do the integrals in the first two terms of p ( z ) ,  
Eq. (26). For the integrations, we divide the cell into 
Eve zones: 
Zone 0: 0 5 z 5 7L/Z 
Zone 1: qL/2 < z 5 L - qL/2 
Zone 2: L - 7L/2 < z 5 L + qL/2 
Zone 3: L + 9L/2 < z 5 2L - qL/2 
Zone 4: 21; - qL/2 < z 5 215. 
For even-numbered zones, the first integral is 
with n the zone number. P is dehned as follows: for ,&y 
integer m, 
+1 i f m  is even; 
-1 i fmis  odd. 
P(m) = 
For odd-numbered zones the integral is 
As required by the definition of SI, the average has been 
subtracted. The maximum value of p(0) (where z = 0, 
implying 71 = 0) is 
(15) p;y = -kJJh 10 = p ( 2  1 - q)kL 2 . 
The next term in Eq. (26) includes the integral Jg. For 
even-numbered zones 
and for odd-numbered zones 
The mmimum value of JJg is 
These results, for m y  value of q, may be compared with 
those from Appendices G and E to determine the number 
of Fourier terms needed for a given accuracy in each case. 
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APPENDIX J: NON-D-NSIONAL 
FORMALISM 
As mentioned in Section V, we have chosen in this 
paper to  use physical units for quantities such as the axial 
distance z. The result is that the expansion parameters 
k', a, and q are not necessady small numbers. To show 
that they are nevertheless appropriate parameters, we 
replace x by 
The KV equations become 
(J2) 7iJ E2 ZQ L' a a+b -a(B)" = -K(O)a + 3 + -
where the 
spect to  8. 
primes now indicate Werentiation with re- 
In Table I, averages are now d e b e d  by 
1 2a 
( I )  = 2n 1 f I d )  do. (J4) 
0 
Similarly, the symbols 
respect to  B, not z. Other replacements in Table I are 
and ss reFer to integration with 
L2 k E --K(D), 
?r2 
L2 Q 
q = - p A " ,  
Au these items are now dimensionless. In Eq. (E), the  
quantity f l  is supplanted by a. Equ&ians (35) and (C7) 
no longer apply; p must be replaced by or in Eqs. (29), 
(36), (37), (40), and (C6) as well 8s four places in App. D 
and six places in App. E. The equations throughout t h  
paper are otherwise unchanged, and one can verify that 
the expansion parameters k2,a, and q are now dimen- 
sionless s m d  numbers. 
APPENDIX K: ALTER;NATJTE MKTCHING 
AND lNECJXG CONDITIONS 
Another method of be= matching is convenient for 
some simulation studies. The beam is launched at the 
midpoint of a quadrupole gap. Using the same lattice 
models as before, the matching conditions would become 
(K1) 
u(5L/2) = a(L /2 ) ,  b(5L/2) = b(L/2),  
~ ' ( 5 L / 2 )  = a'(L/Z), ' b'(5L/2) = b(L/2) 
with initid conditions 
This choice would be essential for the case of unequal 
drift spaces (only a single symmetry) but we do not con- 
sider this cme here. 
APPENDIX L: WORK FOR THE FUTURF: 
Equation (47) i s  such a convenient a p p r o ~ a t i o n  that 
it would be useful to find the types of A-G proses for 
which it gives accurate results. 
It would also be useful to investigate the modifications 
that would be required t o  extend the methods of this 
paper t o  non-symmetric A-G profiles. 
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